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Three years in a row FrieslandCampina Belgium Out-of-Home launched a campaign for the
Cécémel brand that turned the catering industry upside down. It was decided that, as well
as Cécémel’s famous chocolate milk, a choice of two sub-flavours would be offered in the
form of a STRRD spoon. The choice for the catering industry customer was which flavour
they wanted to add and, above all, how much. FrieslandCampina’s goal was clear:

“In both campaign periods
we saw a remarkable uplift
in volume of 30%”

“To increase activation and rotation rates for Cécémel in the catering channel,”
Sven Michiels
Innovation & Activation Manager Out-of-Home
FrieslandCampina Belgium

says Sven Michiels, Innovation & Activation Manager Out-of-Home.
FrieslandCampina is continually seeking

Michiels says: “The campaign inv olv ed gene-

new ways to serve its customers. Ideas were

rating enthusiasm among our Out-of-Home

developed and proposed so that, as well as a

customers in Belgium by supplying 2 STRRD

quality product, it could also offer consumers

flav ours and accompanying Cécémel promo-

an enhanced brand and product experience.

tional material. We rolled out the campaign

“Every catering business must aim to offer its

three times. The first time was in February

guests a story or a unique experience,” adds

with the STRRD flav ours caramel and haz el-

Sven Michiels.

nut, and second and third year with yuz u
cherry-almond and pear-lemon balm.

With STRRD, FrieslandCampina added a uni-

We set our customers and their consumers

que element that magnifies the experience of

thinking and literally activated them! That’s

Cécémel. The consumer can add the STRRD

already a result in itself.”

flavours to their Cécémel to suit their own
personal taste. “STRRD gives consumers the

Michiels talks just as enthusiastically about

“STRRD is a nice example
of my “Dreamotion” trend –
a trend whereby young people
are seeking dreams and calm
within a fast-paced society.
STRRD provides the
opportunity to pause for a
moment with your Cécémel.
Not just to drink it straight
down... you’re made to think
a little about the content and
what you might add to it.
I’ve called it a mind hack –
getting people to pause
while they’re consuming,
and thus offering them a
more intense experience.
STRRD does this very well.”

ability to tell a story each time they’ve drunk a the commercial successes: “In all campaign
Cécémel STRRD.”

periods we saw a remarkable uplift in volume
of 30% among our repeat customers. We can

For Sven Michiels, activation is about

therefore establish that the objectives have

more than just distributing a free gadget.

been met... and then some!”

Tom Palmaerts
Partner / Youth Trendwatcher
Trendwolves.com

“The activation you offer must support the
brand story you’v e constructed as far as pos-

Would you like to create a unique brand

sible. STRRD allowed us to do that in a very

experience and achieve higher activation and

nice way. We were able to mould the STRRD

rotation rates with your product? STRRD can

concept for our own purposes and use it to

offer your brand that opportunity too. Or per-

ultimately produce an effective result.”

haps can you envisage other possibilities with

We asked FrieslandCampina what

STRRD? If so, please contact Frans Sanders:

results it has delivered for them.
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